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Develop leaders through knowledge sharing
How do you get thousands of
store managers from around
the world aligned around their
expanding role in the company?
Gap Inc., a leading specialty clothing retailer, wanted
to create dialogue amongst its 2,500 managers at
their global team meeting. However, to do this
simultaneously with thousands of people, in different
languages, the solution would have to be as innovative
as the company itself.
Gap turned to Celemi to create a customized one-day
learning program called Leading The Way. The aim
was to get their store managers talking, sharing and
brainstorming ways to take action on the job that
would support the new strategic initiatives.
Together, Celemi and Gap got employees from
different countries, cultures and languages to work
jointly, so they could all generate their own ideas
about how to make a positive impact on Gap’s future.
The event was hosted at the MGM Ballroom in
Las Vegas for 2,500 store managers. The custom
WorkMatTM program and presentations were
simultaneously presented in five languages.
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“In a different, and very interactive way, I got the “big
picture”! I learned where GAP needs to be in the future,
and what I – and my coworkers – need to do in order
to get us there. Great learning points, great fun!”
– Store Manager, GAP

Gap’s leadership considered the event a major success
by all criteria. More importantly, it created a sustained
effect back on the job – including more motivation,
better collaboration, sharing of best practices, and a
consistent direction throughout their retail stores.
About Gap Inc.

On-the-job
actions to support
new initiatives
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With around 130,000 employees and more than 3,000
stores, Gap Inc. is a leading global specialty retailer.
Gap Inc. offers clothing, accessories, and personal
care products under the Gap, Banana Republic, Old
Navy, Piperlime, and Athleta brands.

